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this bible study software can be used on a desktop or laptop computer and contains over
100,000 references in over 100 different formats. a list of downloadable titles can be found at

the end of the book. vendor biblesoft company located at: 123 main st, lakeview, co 80108, usa
e-mail: sales@biblesoft.com phone: 1-800-747-7776 fax: 1-303-582-8095 web: > this is the
official website of biblesoft.com. biblesoft.com offers a free bible search engine that can be

installed on your own computer. you can then use the bible search engine to find any verse in
any bible. you can download the bible search engine to your computer and install it on your

own computer. you can also purchase computer software products from biblesoft. you can also
use the bible search engine to download computer programs that can help you study the bible.
features biblesoft company bible search engine - search and download verses directly to your
computer. you can download the bible search engine to your computer. you can then use the

bible search engine to find any verse in any bible. you can download the bible search engine to
your computer and install it on your own computer. you can also purchase computer software
products from biblesoft.com. you can also use the bible search engine to download computer
programs that can help you study the bible. bible search engine - search and download verses

directly to your computer.
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stay current.. fast! there's no slowing down with the mac/pc study bible version 5. its new
search by reference feature lets you search the full bible text, bible translations, reference, and

dictionary at the speed of light. onetouch pc study bible is a self-contained program, which
includes all of the reference works found in version 5 new reference library; plus enhanced

content worth an additional $870 if purchased separately. you will also receive the version 5
reference library on cd, which includes over 17,000 indexed reference works! in addition to

searching all of the reference works, onetouch pc study bible includes a powerful word study
tool. a word search feature allows you to search the full text of books, chapters, verses, and

even the text of letters to or from the bible. you can also search key words in the text of a book.
to take advantage of word search capabilities, you'll need to create a word list. the word list will

contain not only commonly used words, but also words that are important for your area of
study. when creating a word list, it's helpful to think about what you are studying. a word list
will help with daily devotional reading, systematic theology, bible study books, and personal

devotionals. the examples below are from our word list for systematic theology. words marked
with an asterisk (*) are the same as the word list. **biblically inaccurate view** one of the
greatest sins of our time is the belief that scripture is inerrant. in other words, the bible is

without error, and that one's conscience is his interpreter. this is a false view of scripture. the
bible teaches that every aspect of the life of man is subject to the sovereign will of god, and
that man is unable to please god apart from the free and willing decision of the holy spirit

(romans 8:3). in other words, one can't please god unless god wills to be pleased. the biblical
view of man's free will is reflected in these verses: there is no creature in the world that does
not depend upon god for his being and his welfare, and there is no creature in the world that
can do anything of good or evil all by himself, without the divine assistance (romans 11:33).
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